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The major challenges you face

Together, Axians and Equinix provide the green, scalable and modern digital Infrastructure you need to  
meet your specific challenges.

Our global expertise encompasses full spectrum cybersecurity and cloud expertise, infrastructure-as-a-service, 
hybrid cloud design, build and run. With our solutions you can strengthen your sustainability through green  
data centers and increase your business value through your preferred partner and providers’ ecosystems.

The key benefits of our joint solution

Multicloud connectivity
You need multicloud connectivity to connect  
internal services to IaaS/SaaS, to access new  
services in the cloud, or support end customers.  
But how do you achieve it?

Compute power at the edge
Enterprises are often unprepared for when storage and 
compute power are suddenly needed to enable specific 
use cases closer to consumers. How can you bring 
compute power closer to the edge?

Moving from SAP to HANA
Moving to SAP HANA brings new benefits—and new 
challenges. How will you customize HANA according 
to your own customer processes while also improving 
latency and scalability?

Free up capital 
With the constant push towards infrastructure 
expansion, how do you balance the need for more  
data center usage with the need to reduce costs?

Multicloud hybrid platform
We build your multicloud and hybrid IaaS/PaaS 
platform, offering instant physical and virtual 
connections to a dynamic global ecosystem  
of network, cloud providers and customers.

Edge connectivity-as-a-service
With Bare Metal-as-a-service, you can deploy scalable 
high-performing compute power with Network 
Functions Virtualization according to changing  
business needs, even before having your own  
hardware deployed in our data centers.

Making SAP next-generation ready
To prepare you for the transition to HANA, Axians 
delivers new hybrid infrastructure on Platform Equinix®, 
integrating SAP on-premises while connecting to 
multiple clouds with improved latency and scalability.

Flexible spending model
We help you lower CAPEX costs by switching from  
your data center to a fully managed IaaS, while our 
OPEX model with consolidated monthly billing  
allows for flexibility and planning.

A SUSTAINABLE  
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green, scalable digital infrastructure
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Ready to get started?
To discover how Axians and Equinix can help find your sustainable solution, contact us at info@axians.de  
or visit us at www.axians.de.

Our leading capabilities that enable success

Axians consulting services 
Our specialist consulting services, alongside our cloud services hosted in 
Equinix data centers, design solutions tailored to your needs, helping you 
create your customized service catalog, including SLA. We also focus on  
the aspect of lowering CO2 emissions and energy costs of your data centers.

Axians managed services
Our dedicated 24/7/365 cloud and managed services teams monitor  
and manage configurations, compliance and incidents. We scan and  
detect malicious activities, manage security and counter threats.  
Everything is delivered as-a-service.

Equinix Fabric™ and Network Edge
Over a self-service portal or API, Equinix Fabric directly, securely and 
dynamically connects distributed infrastructure and digital ecosystems  
on Platform Equinix via global, software-defined interconnection. 

With Equinix Network Edge, you can configure and connect virtual  
network services at the edge in minutes.

Platform Equinix
The leading global digital enablement platform for interconnecting your 
business, Platform Equinix lets you reach everywhere, interconnect everyone 
and integrate everything. You can quickly place your solutions within 
the richest digital ecosystems for game-changing advantages in speed, 
performance and scalability.

About Axians 

Axians offers a comprehensive 
range of ICT solutions and 
services—from data analytics 
and data centers, to telecomms 
infrastructure and cybersecurity—
to support customers in their 
infrastructures and digital 
solutions development. 

About Equinix

Equinix is the world’s digital 
infrastructure company. Digital 
leaders harness our trusted 
platform to bring together and 
interconnect the foundational 
infrastructure that powers their 
success. We enable our customers 
to access all the right places, 
partners and possibilities they need 
to accelerate advantage. With 
Equinix, they can scale with agility, 
speed the launch of digital services, 
deliver world-class experiences 
and multiply their value.
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Locally providing green global possibilities as-a-service. 
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